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Abstract:  

Goo-Witching: Hydromancy is a culmination of searching for moments of magick, manifesting 

child-like imagination to rediscover the world, and experimenting with strange materials and 

creatures that fill the soul with curiosity. Goo-witching explores the need to imagine, dissect, and 

understand that which can be seen, as well as that which exists on non-physical planes.  

The majority of the Goo-Witch’s explorations primarily focus in liquid-bound working methods. 

The element of water transforms, cleanses, and flows as a mechanism of creation and life. Each 

process utilizes water as a tool, platform for alchemical change, and display mechanism.  Crystal 

chemistry, marbling techniques, spell jars, silkworm husbandry, and meditation pools all demand 

the presence of water as life-giver and sustainer. Hydromancy, a means of divination by water 

movement, defines these water bound explorations as a starting point in accessing both everyday 

magick and that which exists outside of rationalization.  

Goo-Witching: Hydromancy addresses the intersection of mythology and magick rooted in the 

textile craft as well as more unique manifestations of making and material exploration. This ever-

expanding body of work coupled with the role of female maker is a testament to a growing 

understanding of spiritual femininity and the making of one’s own magick. Through this work, 

the Goo-Witch hopes to subtly expose others to ephemeral instances of magick and uncanny 

otherworldly delectation. Goo-witching constitutes working towards exposing the notion that this 

world is still a mysterious body worthy of our curiosity, thorough inquiry, and loving care. 
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Goo-Witching: Hydromancy  

Becoming the Goo-Witch  

 For the witch death holds a strange fascination. Each and every one of us is born to die,  
 but is death a final end to life? The witch says no. For she knows that: “there are other  
 places and other things”.  Her whole life and being is devoted to the ever present but  
 unseen world of spirit. To the witch the spirit world is a reality, a living thing.  To her  
 everything has a spirit, a soul, a personality, be it animal, mineral, vegetable. 
         -Cecil H. Williamson (Gary) 

 I have known Williamson’s words to be true since I can remember being aware, alive, 

breathing.  I am an observer of all things tiny, all things gargantuan. I am fascinated by life and 

equally curious about death. I am a collector of many things and creatures that intuitively attract 

me, beckoning me with waves of unseen energy.  I am a spiritual being who knows that there is 

more. This life, the strange and gangly human body I encompass, is not finite. My energy is 

always manifesting and flowing through layers of existence, portals of time, and varying realms. 

Nothing is linear; it is cyclical and rolls continuously. I cannot scientifically prove any of this, 

and yet I have always felt it to be true deep within my bones.  I am a constantly-seeking curious 

heart always searching for the smallest moments of wonder. I am a lover of the earth, a bather of 

the moon, an interpreter of visions, an inquisitive laboratory, a student of the Earth and the 

beings, ideas, and energy that encompass it, a purveyor of child-like imagination, a seeker of the 

otherworldly. I am a scientist, an artist, and a witch.  

 For the past three years I have explored methods in conceptualizing and physically 

manifesting objects, textures, and interactive scapes that shape and transform a mundane space 

into one of wonder. I have pursued scientific research in entomology, chemistry, osteology, and 

paleontology and I ventured down a spiritual path heavily based in historical research coupled 
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with solitary practices in traditional witchcraft and contemporary magick. These pursuits have 

reshaped the way in which I view the world and exist within it.  

 The Goo-Witch was birthed from the melding and intermingling of the scientist, artist, 

and magick practitioner within myself.  The Goo-Witch operates within the mantra, “where your 

mind goes, energy flows.” She utilizes her imagination and intuition to manifest moments that 

surpass the everyday. The Goo-Witch is the part of me that will forever be filled with curiosity 

and wonder, the part of me seeking delightful ephemeral moments, and the part of me that 

remains safe from the sadness of the mundane, the depression of the mindless routine.  

  The Goo-Witch is a unique persona which accesses research and practice in science, 

magick, alchemy, individual spirituality, and experimentation as ritual.  Goo-witching is the 

action of pursuing magick where the entropic is willed to order, and that which is static is cast to 

life as means of magickal understanding and meditation.  The Goo-Witch is not one thing, but 

rather an ever-expanding energy which navigates a path that is always creative, inquisitive, 

knowledge-seeking, and open to the possibility that all things have a spirit, a soul, and wisdom to 

bestow.  

Cultivating Hydromancy 

 The Goo-Witch is the skeleton key to Goo-Witching: Hydromancy. She is the connector 

between seemingly dualistic pairings in her work. She weaves together the natural and the 

synthetic. She acknowledges and utilizes science to inform and enhance her magick.  She appeals 

to the chaos of the Younger Self as well as the order and control of the Talking Self. Through the 

Goo-Witch, science melds into magick, and both fuse into manifestations best expressed through 

the vehicle of art-making.   
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 The Goo-Witch’s main body of  physical research and experimental explorations 

primarily focus in liquid-bound working methods. She creates her own water-based viscous Goo 

and activates the goo in suspended space. She delicately paints entropic maps on the surface of 

thickened water.  She manifests new crystalline life on the surface of bones submerged into 

chemical pools.  She creates tactile water-bound meditative sensory pools, and she encourages 

life and transformation through silkworm husbandry that relies on water to serve Lepidopteran 

nutrients.  All techniques used in the creation of Goo-Witching: Hydromancy demand the 

presence of water as life-giver and sustainer.  Eighteenth century Alchemist, Dom Antoine-

Joseph Pernety says of water:  

 “Water attracts and seeks  the  virtues  of  things  superior  and  inferior.  It  becomes,   
 by  this  means,  the  messenger  of  the  gods  and  their  mediator;  through  it  is   
 maintained the commerce between the heavens and the earth. Water contains  a  ferment,  
 a  spirit,  a  life,  by  which  it  has become  impregnated  while  wandering  through  the   
 air,  which  proceeds  from  the  superior  natures  to  the  inferior,  and  which  is  finally   
 deposited in the bosom of the Earth. This ferment is a germ of life, without which men,  
 animals and vegetables  could  not  live  and  could  not  produce.” (Pernety) 

Water hosts receptive feminine energy and creativity and serves as the most appropriate of the 

traditional elements (Earth, Air, Water, Fire) to contain my initial explorations in accessing 

magickal ideas. The element of water transforms, cleanses, and flows as a mechanism of creation 

and life.  Hydromancy, a means of divination by water movement, defines these water bound 

explorations as a starting point in accessing both everyday magick and that which exists outside 

of rationalization. Goo-Witching: Hydromancy serves as a creative birth within my art-making 

practice.   

 My own physical presence within the installation is one of maintenance, care-taking and 

meditation. Without the consistent ritualized presence of the Goo-Witch, chemical reactions 

would go un-activated, the water in the meditative pools would evaporate and grow stagnant, and 
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the live Bombyx mori would dehydrate and starve to death. The magickal energy of the 

environment would not successfully manifest without the physical presence and loving care of 

the Goo-Witch.  Hydromancy is water divination but in the context of the physical space the 

Goo-Witch’s unique hydromancy is using water as a tool and a symbol to manifest spiritual 

energy and moments of magick.  I am the mediator between the space and the curious hearts 

entering it.  

Figure  1   Visual exploration of a water-bound Goo-Witch
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Creating a Magickal Scape 

 What constitutes a magickal scape and how does one create such an environment?  What 

are indicators of magick, of ritual, of a departure from the mundane? These are the questions that 

I responded to in the design, order, and final execution of  Goo-Witching: Hydromancy.   

 To create a magickal scape, the term “magick” must first be defined. Each practitioner or 

historian of magickal traditions have their own understanding of what magick means.  For the 

Goo-Witch, magick is connecting to the web of energy that encompasses and flows through 

every single thing. Magick is accessible to anyone willing to pursue it but is subtle and is 

exposed in the most ephemeral instances. Author and esoteric scholar, David Rankine explains:  

 Magick assumes belief in, or rather experience of, subtle energies. We can 
 only see about one seventieth of the light spectrum, yet what we cannot see 
 still affects us. Similarly, magick is about focusing more subtle, non-physical energies,  
 and directing them to create change. Possibly the major difference between   
 magick and many of the religious paths to spiritual growth is that magick is more   
 dynamic, and places the emphasis on you to work for change. (Rankine) 

 The Goo-Witch’s main goal for the installation space was to work towards changing the 

energy of the gallery by accessing magick that radiates a palpable energy that surpasses the 

mundane and inspires a curiosity within the hearts of those entering the space.  This magick is 

based in appealing to the Younger Self.  

 “It is the Younger Self which directly experiences the world, through the holistic   
 awareness of the right hemisphere. Sensations, emotions, basic drives, image memory,  
 intuition, and diffuse perception are functions of Younger Self.  Younger Self’s verbal  
 understanding is limited; it communicates through images, emotions, sensations, dreams  
 visions, and physical symptoms.  Witchcraft not only interprets, but teaches us how to  
 speak back to the Younger Self.  To communicate to the Deep Self, the Goddess/God  
 Within, we resort symbols, to art, poetry, music, myth, and the actions of ritual that  
 translate abstract concepts into the language of the unconscious. To arouse its interest,  
 we must seduce it with pretty pictures and pleasurable sensations. Only in this way can  
 Deep Self be reached.” (Hanegraaff) 
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Accessing the Younger Self is integral in my own studio practice and spiritual endeavors. I tap 

into my Younger Self and find wonder in the things that my Talking Self was once revolted by 

such as a wriggling ball of ravenous squirmy worms. The Talking Self, which is grounded in the 

analytical left brain, organizes impressions, classifies things into systems and relies on language 

and numbers (Starhawk).  

 Goo-Witching: Hydromancy seeks to feed the hungry and hidden Younger Self with a 

tantalizingly ephemeral sci-fi-esque dreamscape that allows those entering the space to get lost if 

only for a moment.   

 To lose yourself: a voluptuous surrender, lost in your arms, lost to the world, utterly  
 immersed in what is present so that its surroundings fade away. In Benjamin’s terms, to  
 be lost is to be fully present, and to be fully present is to be capable of being in   
 uncertainty and mystery. And one does not get lost but loses oneself, with the implication  
 that it is a conscious choice, a chosen surrender, a psychic state achievable through  
 geography. That thing the nature of which is totally unknown to you is usually what you  
 need to find, and finding it is a matter of getting lost. (Solnit) 

Getting lost leads to finding one’s Younger Self.  The Goo-Witch works towards employing a 

plethora of sensations to encourage viewers to let go before the Talking Self takes over once 

again.  The scented and erotically tactile meditation pools, slow dripping mysterious goo, 

mandala projections, live insects, hovering bell jars, vibrating polymer orbs, perspiring chemical 

reactions, and flowing soft-pastel marbled surfaces throughout the space beckon the Younger 

Self to explore, be curious, and feel connected to the energy of the Earth while simultaneous 

experiencing an uncanny alien newness.  

 The warm and slightly disorienting lighting of the installation lends itself to the 

otherworldly climate of the space. It radiates out into the hallway, attracting curious souls like 

moths to a bright burning lamp.  The lighting specifically carries an energy all its own and serves 

as an extremely important aspect in transforming the mundane and sterile gallery into something 
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magickal. The pink, purple, and blue lights affect the energy level in the space, calming and 

invigorating those who enter. Specifically in contemporary witchcraft, pink manifests Goddess 

energy, purple heightens spiritual awareness and supports communing with one’s Divine Spirit, 

and blue indicates the genesis of a spiritual quest (Spring Wolf). 

 Once lured into the installation by the otherworldly glow, symmetrical balance and 

vertical ascension further add to the magickal energy manifested in the space. Nine main 

“experiences” are symmetrically spread with the largest and tallest works aligned centrally. The 

order of the installation appeals to the Talking Self and balances the entropy suspended in each 

experience. The symmetrical balance of the space is harmonious and calming. It is familiar and 

ritualistic, referential of long-standing sacred spaces without the dogmatic history attached.  

 Though the physical space is relatively low, objects in the installation extend vertically- 

some hover, some are suspended, and some tower over the viewer. Traditionally, sacred spaces 

employ verticality as a vehicle. The Sacred and the Profane describes verticality as a way to 

please the Gods:  

 It is as if the gods had created the world in such a way that it could not but reflect their  
 existence; for no world is possible without verticality, and that dimension alone is enough 
 to evoke transcendence. (Eliade) 

 The first experience upon entering the space is the lowest to the ground and is the most 

physically accessible to viewers. As one enters further into the the space, objects are raised 

higher and platforms are used to carry viewers upwards implying a vertical ascension towards 

the heavens.  

 Extending the idea of connecting to the celestial planes, Goo-Witching: Hydromancy is 

organized in accordance with sacred numerology . Specifically, it is based around the number 1

 Numerology is the divine or mystical relation to numbers (Kelley). 1
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nine.  Besides being a personally significant symbol as well as my life path number , nine 2

symbolizes many aspects of magick that manifest in the installation space: 

 The number nine relates to death and rebirth, acting as the gate of movement into a new  
 state of being. It is purposeful regeneration of what has been purified and emboldened by 
 the process of release. And, it is in this state of self-awareness, inner light and true  
 wisdom that we are made ready to begin the work of returning to the place of beginning.  
 This is the number that decrees that change will occur whether it is welcomed with  
 surrender or fought with all of our might. (Fennelly)  

Nine is the triple triad, the “height of numerical vibrations”, an odd and thus feminine integer.  It 

encompasses overarching ideas of thought that Goo-Witching: Hydromancy explores such as the 

cycle of life, death, and rebirth. Nine objects: the Meditation Pool, the Codex Quilt, the Spell 

Table, the Crystal Pillar, the Worm Pillar, the Goo Pillar, the Goo Drip Mandala, the Worm Hatch 

Mandala, and the Double Drip Meditation, make up the entirety of the installation space. Two of 

the central structures are nonagons, further multiplying the power of nine. Additionally, the 

Codex Quilt showcases nine circular sigils .  These sigils are the nine overarching “pillars of 3

thought” that can be found manifesting throughout each object in the space.  

 The Goo-Witch layers historical aspects of sacred spaces with her own intuitive 

connections to magickal moments, feelings, and experiences.  Otherworldly non-earthbound 

imagination and speculation also fuel the aesthetics of the installation space.  The Goo-Witch 

looks to vintage science fiction illustration, specifically the works of Moebius,  sensory therapy 

rooms ,  and the magical fantasy world of award-winning television show, Adventure Time as 4

 A life path number is a foundation and representation of one’s personal nature and is based on numerology 2

regarding one’s birthdate (Herbert) 

 Sigils are a type of symbol constructed from letters of a word or a sentence (a spell) that are then used to cast this 3

spell in an abstract form so it appeals to the unconscious mind. (Perdurabo) 

 “Originally developed in the Netherlands in the 1970s, sensory rooms, also called ’snoezelen’ rooms have been 4

established all over the world and are especially common in Germany. The term “snoezelen” formed from the Dutch 
“snuffelen” (to seek out, to explore) and “doezelen” (to doze, to snooze).  Snoezelen is a non-directive therapy. The 
focus is on providing a multi-sensory experience that provides maximum pleasure from the activity.” (Walker)
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loose references for her installation-based spell craft. Each of these inspirations promote child-

like curiosity, outlets for getting lost, and imagination pushed to otherworldly dimensions. 

 The most fundamental feature of creating a magickal space is consulting, layering, and 

weaving together symbols to manifest non-typical energy vibrations.  Symbols are paramount to 

all magick practitioners and their unique paths.  Symbols are powerful and function as amulets, 

talismans, and physical spell creations to assist, promote, and enhance magickal thought and 

action.  

 Magick tends to work a lot with symbols, as these are the language of the unconscious,  
 and this is an area of tremendous power to tap. Symbols have many functions, and one of  
 these, released through magick, can be the ability to confound the ego and the censor  
 mechanisms, and enabling us to perceive more subtle truths, or experience direct   
 revelations. Although we may not be able to fully explain how symbols work, we know  
 from experience that certain symbols seem harmonious with certain types of energy.  
 (Rankine)  

The Goo-Witch uses a multitude of nature-based and synthetically-generated symbols to tap into 

energy that the Younger Self is attracted to.   

 One example of an extremely important symbol that consistently spans across this project 

is the circle.  In magickal practices, the circle symbolizes protection and outlines spaces that 

contain sacred energy.  Thousands of circles are first encountered within the Meditation Pool.  It 

can also be found prominently in the Codex Quilt, in the two mandala projections, as circular 

boundaries on the Spell Table, and as enterable platforms for the three central pillars. Within the 

three pillars, the circle can be found in the use of acrylic domes, the circular goo drip 

passageways, hovering bell jar, round Bombyx mori cocoons, and sigil inscription.  In the 

overabundance of circles that fill the space, the shape constitutes “the symbolic lay-out of the 

macrocosm and the microcosm…it stands for the Beginning and the Ending for the Alpha and 

the Omega, as well as for Eternity, which has no beginning and no end.” (Bardon)  
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 In addition to the circle, many symbols are tied directly to traditional Craft practices, 

while other symbols within the space have been specifically and uniquely created by the Goo-

Witch.  Both categories of symbols intersect throughout the nine experiences in the space and 

weave together the nine ideas that encompass the entirety of Goo-Witching: Hydromancy.  

 

The Nine Pillars  

 The Nine Pillars, or nine ideas serve as large, overarching frameworks supporting the 

Goo-Witch’s main points of exploration. These pillars are often inherently evident and 

simultaneously nuanced in other aspects of the work. The Nine Pillars of the Goo-Witch are: 

Figure 2   Goo-Witching: Hydromancy, seven of the nine experiences in the installation space 
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• Life 
• Death 
• Rebirth 
• The Entropic 
• The Otherworld 
• Spell-Casting 
• The Cycle 
• The Ever-Changing 
• The Witch’s Body 

 These Nine Pillars are important aspects of the Goo-Witch’s magickal explorations that 

ultimately lead to some form of understanding as well as a stronger connection to the beings, 

objects, and energy that encompasses the Earth.   

 Life, Death, Rebirth, and The Cycle references literal living and breathing life found in 

Goo-Witching: Hydromancy as well as the cyclical processes of physical and non-physical 

creation.  These Pillars warp linear time and manifest growth and decay that are not entirely 

controllable or measurable.   

 The Entropic and The Ever-Changing are place holders for that which cannot be 

completely controlled, planned, or expected within the space and the work itself. There are 

always ever-changing entropic forces pushing and pulling all things regardless of the order one 

wishes to implant onto the world or one’s circumstances. These Pillars are not troublesome or 

counterproductive to the Goo-Witch but rather are welcomed generators of surprise, mystery, 

magnetic possibility, and inevitable change.  

 The Otherworld and Spell-Casting Pillars are much more specific to practitioners of 

magick.  These are the aspects of the space that most escape the mundane.  
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The Goo-Witch utilizes the Pillar of Spell-Casting to practice visualization and manifesting 

change.  Casting spells can be used for the more “human” aspects of life such as generating 

money, healing severed relationships, or for protection, but can also be used to prepare for and 

support endeavors such as venturing into the Otherworld.  

 The Otherworld is a plane of existence that surpasses life on Earth and yet is inevitably 

tied to the Earth.  The Otherworld can be described as:  

 “…another dimension of this world, an otherworldly realm associated with   
 spirit beings.  It is viewed as another dimension both inside and outside the magician,  
 and is structured according to different mythologies and magickal traditions.  The  
 otherworld is a secret world with flexible boundaries. Otherworldly reality is experienced 
 through a shift in consciousness. It involves trance states and ‘opening up’ to a rich  
 imaginative inner world that is often initially created during childhood.  The otherworld  
 has a strong relation to a playworld, fueled by fantasy.” (Greenwood) 

The Otherworld is a place where the rules of human decorum and the structure of earth-time 

have no grasp. It is a realm often associated with dreams, altered states of reality, and wandering 

through strange portals to get there.  Though mysterious, the idea of the Otherworld is prominent 

in most magickal belief systems and goes by many names, such as Orbis Alius, Annown, and 

Tirn-aill. In the Cornish witchcraft tradition the Otherworld “is never far away, but exists just at 

the liminal edge of normal sight, where the otherworldly comings and going may occasionally be 

glimpsed out of the corner of one’s eye. Slipping from this world into Annown was never as 

difficult a thing as it may sound.” (Gary)  The otherworld is open to those willing to develop and 

fine-tune their imaginations to get there. “The development of the imagination is considered by 

magicians to be the most essential magical tool. It is the means whereby the magician thinks and 

feels herself into the otherworld.” (Greenwood)  The Otherworld is the ultimate destination for 

those who access and feed their imagination. 
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 The last Pillar of thought is The Witch’s Body.  This Pillar expresses the importance of 

the Goo-Witch’s persona and physical presence in Goo-Witching: Hydromancy. It is the 

connecting Pillar that allows each of the nine pillars to function, intermingle, and build up layers 

of interaction and complexity within the work.  The Witch’s Body is the physical manifestation 

of imaginative thought turned into magickal action. The Witch’s Body, though not always 

physically present in the installation space, is the ephemeral residue on each of the nine 

experiences in the space.  A small stain of blood on a hand-embroidered sigil, finger prints left on 

an acrylic dome after a worm feeding, a strand of hair trapped in a puddle of hardening goo, the 

Witch’s Body is ever present.  

 The Nine Pillars of Goo-Witching: Hydromancy are broad but important aspects of the 

Goo-Witch’s magickal practice. They are vast frameworks that can be explored and discovered 

for a life-time and more.  Goo-Witching is the the start of a long journey of discovering the 

magick of this Earth and the limits of human imagination.  The Nine Pillars are helpful 

touchstones of guidance for these pursuits. 

The Nine Physical Manifestations 

 The nine physical manifestations of Goo-Witching: Hydromancy are constantly growing 

and changing homes for the Nine Pillars to live and manifest in. They are thresholds for 

discovery and include aspects of scientific display, therapy room tactility, magickal symbols, and 

an aesthetic signature unique to the Goo-Witch.  Marbled surfaces, muted pastels, and 

glimmering liquids flow across the gallery space, connecting each piece visually to one another.  

A curious inquisitor may explore the space as if visiting a patch of intimately close but uniquely 
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separate islands; from the proper vantage point, all islands are pleasant to the eye, but their allure 

will attract those curious-at-heart to visit each manifestation more closely.  

   

Meditation Pool  

 The first physical manifestation when entering Goo-Witching: Hydromancy is the 

Meditation Pool.  This experience serves as a completely intoxicating tactile initiation in 

preparation for the rest of the space. The Pool serves as a mechanism for self-initiated entrance 

and exit ritual cleansing as well as the most sensorial experience in the space.  The Meditation 

Pool coaxes the Younger Self out from those entering the space through it’s mesmerizing 

tactility, uniquely ambient liquid sounds, shinning jewel-like glimmers produced under the 

magenta lighting, and the pleasant floral smell that permeates out from the pool.  The Meditation 

Pool stands physically apart from the other experiences.  It is the initial moment to stop, process, 

destress, and fully submerge oneself into the space.  

 The Meditation Pool is shaped as an elongated hexagon, an important shape in sacred 

geometry related to integration, interfacing, harmony, and truth (Venefica). The six-sided pool is 

a stepping stone to the all-important nine found further in the depths of the environment.  Its 

central apexes align with the very center and most vertical aspects of the installation and from 

the Meditation Pool, the symmetry of the space is most apparent.  

 The physical style and design of the Meditation Pool is indicative of the rest of the 

structures throughout the space.  A hand-marbled pastel wooden shell houses the Pool which is 

around seven feet wide, one foot deep, and holds upwards of 400 pounds of glistening polymer 

water orbs.  A lip extends off of the top of the structure, suspending pink hand towels around the 

edge of the Pool, openly inviting all who venture in to touch the mysterious pool of  glistening 
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goodness.  Only upon touching the Pool do curious observers realize that the shiny jewels are 

squishy water-filled orbs that are inherently intoxicating to the touch and therapeutic on the skin.   

 The Meditation Pool employs the element of water for its properties of physical as well 

as metaphorical cleansing.   The Pool also leaves a pleasant scent on the hands as an olfactory 

memory of the space.  It is an experience which promotes a calming of the soul and an uplifting 

mood-change under the otherworldly lights.  The Meditation Pool elicits smiles, laughs, gasps of 

surprise, and sighs of pleasure. It is the ultimate initiation for the Younger Self.  It encourages 

child-like curiosity and serves as the ultimate invitation to indulge in the entire experience of 

Goo-Witching: Hydromancy.  

Figure 3   Meditation Pool, front view
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Figure 4   Viewer interaction with the Meditation Pool

Figure 5  Meditation Pool, detail
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Codex Quilt  

 Traveling clockwise from the Meditation Pool further into the installation, viewers 

confront the hanging Codex Quilt.  Referential to a traditional witch’s quilt patch , the Codex 5

Quilt is a spiritual guide and tactile map outlining the Goo-Witch’s practice.  

  Measuring seven feet wide and about the same long, the Codex Quilt is a whole cloth 

quilt hand-marbled in the Goo-Witch’s specific color palette based on nine shades of pastel 

pinks, purples, blues and grays. Nine circles are appliquéd on the quilt top.  The largest circle 

lays in the center of the quilt while eight smaller, equal-sized circles radiate around it.  Each 

circle is a different color and houses one of nine sigils. These nine sigils are representations of 

 Some witches create a quilt from many patches of cloth that outline their magickal names and spiritual paths.  A 5

witch’s quilt patch is kept in the family and passed down to future generations. (Reder) 

Figure 6, Meditation Pool, tactile contact
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the Nine Pillars outlined previously, Life, Death, Rebirth, The Entropic, The Otherworld, Spell-

Casting, The Cycle, The Ever-Changing, and The Witch’s Body.   

 Eight of the sigils have been painstakingly hand-embroidered in the outer eight appliquéd 

circles. The large central circle forgoes the last sigil (The Witch’s Body) and employs a 

representational pattern instead.  This pattern is derived from the shapes created by intersecting 

lines that extend across a nonagon passing from angle to angle.  This pattern serves as a personal 

symbol of the Goo-Witch and her work regarding the power of nine in her magickal practice.   

 Besides referencing the Nine Pillars, the quilt is a literal codex for writing and 

deciphering the Goo-Witch’s sigils.  The quilt works as a round grid where each circular section 

delineates a set of letters.  Sigils are created by passing lines through the areas of the quilt that 

specify the appropriate letters for the word that the sigil represents.  

 A charm card, which viewers may take when they enter the space, includes a decoder for 

those who seek to decipher the Quilt Codex and the sigils made with it.  Even with the card, the 

sigils are challenging to discern.  Along with the removal of the final sigil from the center of the 

codex, two complimentary sigils have been stitched backwards to further protect the sacred spell-

work the sigils produce.  While decoding the sigils are not at all necessary in feeling the magick 

of the space, the presence of the Codex Quilt is a small “cherry on top” for those who seek 

deeper understanding or who simply enjoy a challenging scavenger hunt.  

18
Figure 11   Codex Quilt, detail



Figure 7   Original digital codex 

Figure 8   Codex Quilt
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Figure 9   Codex Quilt, detail
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Spell Table  

 Laterally mirroring the Codex Quilt in the installation is the Spell Table, a luminescent 

platform which serves as a home for five encapsulated spell-manifestations.  The five-foot long 

table is constructed out of marbled wood with a fluorescent acrylic top which allows a glowing 

pink light to permeate off its surface. The bright pink glow bathes all objects accumulated inside 

the spell jars with a protective otherworldly energy.   

 Five bell jars, three large and two small, spread symmetrically across the lit table top 

showcasing unique symbols designed and directed to physically reveal some of the Goo-Witch’s 

spell-work.  The spells are created mostly from animal bones, antlers, skulls, insect carcasses, 

and crystals which I have collected or been gifted over the years.  The skulls, bones, and cicadas 

have all been crystallized, a process that I discovered after leaving a woven good in a pot of 

Figure 10   Front and back of Charm Card Decoder 
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chemical water for too long.  In saturated chemical solutions, crystals will begin to grow.  My 

own lab-like research has allowed me to experiment with many different substrates and 

chemicals to produce a variation of crystal types, sizes, and colors.  Interestingly, animal remains 

are perfect vessels for the process of crystallization due to their protein structures and porous 

nature.  The combination of crystallization and animal remains are powerful symbols to 

intertwine in magickal work.  Historically, animal bones are rooted in many magickal traditions:  

 Animal bones are used in witchcraft and folk magic to commune and work with animal  
 spirits as familiar, guides, and protectors. Like human bones, the bones of animals can be 
 used to ground a spirit animal in this realm. Bones act as a spirit vessel for animal  
 familiars to dwell in when you work with them. This doesn’t mean that the spirit   
 lives in the bone(s) all the time, but instead it is their home when you call upon   
 them. Animal bones and skulls can be placed on an altar or carried in a medicine or  
 crane bag to work with them outdoors or on the move. (Lawless)  

Bones and skulls are consistently used symbols for magickal work and much of my own work 

revolves around communing with and learning from living creatures.  While bones primarily 

reference nature and natural spirits, traditional work with crystals produces results dependent on 

mineral types and colors.  Certain crystals function primarily for protection, others for 

confidence, others for power, and so on.  In contrast, the process of man-made crystallization is 

magickal work specific to the Goo-Witch.  The Goo-Witch looks to alchemical processes and 

views crystallized skulls and bones as a means of promoting  rebirth, revitalization, and the 

ultimate transformation.  The crystallization of skulls and bones serve as a symbolic second life 

and pays homage to the process of death.  Death is not the final end and crystallization is a visual 

manifestation of this spiritual ideal.  

 Within the Spell Table, the most central jar is a circular home to four crystallized skulls 

stacked on top of one another. The largest skull, serving as the base of the tower, belongs to the 
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coyote, an animal that I consider to be one of my familiars .  The coyote symbolizes the balance 6

of humor and wisdom as well as growth and change and has consistently shown itself to me at 

important and equally regular moments in my life (Reder).  The three skulls balanced on top of 

the coyote skull come from squirrel, raccoon, and rabbit.  Squirrels symbolize the need to gather 

and prepare for the future, raccoons are beacons of curiosity and ritual cleansing, and rabbits, 

another familiar in the Goo-Witch’s practice, are symbolic of intuitive messages and hidden 

lessons (Reder).  The skull tower manifests a semi-living energy causing the inside of the bell jar 

to perspire.  

 On both sides of the central jar, there are two smaller jars each housing thirteen 

crystallized cicadas stacked into small mountains.  Besides being an easily accessible staple of 

any Midwestern witch, cicadas are symbols of good luck and signify rebirth and spiritual 

development (Pragt). The referential hum of cicadas also reference my own childhood curiosity 

and nostalgia. Thirteen cicadas symbolize power and positive upheaval promoting change.  

Along with the all important number nine, thirteen is another consistently important number in 

the Goo-Witch’s practice.  

 Two large bell jars sitting on the left and right ends of the box finalize the Spell Table.  

These jars hold two unique ritual stangs .  The stangs are created with antler sheds attached to 7

large crystal bases and serve as magickal objects that can be reworked and used for various spells 

in future rituals.   

 Animal familiars are creatures that consistently appear to a witch.  Familiars may be sent to one as signs or omens, 6

or they may just simply be constantly spotted by the witch. 

 “A stang is a forked object that is a popular ritual tool and altar used in Witchcraft. Stangs can be used to cast 7

protective circles and specific spells, as conduits to connect with gods, and as a vehicle to alter Fate and catch 
spirits.” (Lawless) 
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 A singular crystallized bone is suspended by wire between the fork of the left-most stang.  

This stang is specifically used for work regarding the Otherworld.  The right-most stang 

references the use of a distaff, an ancient tool used by spinners and weavers. Many witch’s use 

their stangs as distaffs for works regarding Fate. “From a stang as distaff one can spin thread to 

represent a specific person’s soul, a specific thread of Fate someone wishes to happen, or simply 

to spin magical thread counter-clockwise for use in spells and charms.” (Lawless)  The Goo-

Witch’s distaff stang employs knot magic  woven between the fork and solidified by the Goo-8

Witch’s process of crystallization.  A cord, hand-plied with two nine-stranded sets of pink thread, 

employs a traditional spell which uses nine knots to create prosperity for a witch. The nine knot 

spell goes:  

 ‘By knot of one, this spell has begun 
 By knot of two, my words are true 
 By knot of three, it comes to be 
 By knot of four, power in store 
 By knot of five, the spell is alive 
 By knot of six, the spell is fixed 
 By knot of seven, the answer is given 
 By knot of eight, I meld with fate 
 By knot of nine, the thing is mine!’  
     (Penry) 

 In addition to the knot magic, a third point on the antler stang supports a suspended crystal 

pendulum, a magickal tool used to seek answers and affect Fate.  The pendulum hangs above a 

small protective circle made from crushed eggshells, another symbol used in Craft ritual for 

projection.  The pendulum represents assistance with matters of the unknown, and the eggshell 

circle becomes a safe grounding for the Fate the pendulum affects.  

 Knot magic is a folk magic tradition of knotting portions of a cord to manifest intent for spell work (Penry).8
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The layering of symbols, use of objects as spell manifestations, and the combination of 

traditional witchcraft mixed with the Goo-Witch’s own magick are all subtle interactions 

happening under the bell jar domes.  Though all of these relationships are not completely 

apparent to viewers, visual symmetry and the wunderkammer-esque presentation provide 

moments of wonder for those willing to explore the Spell Table.  

Figure 12   Spell Table

Figure 13   Spell Table, left stang detail
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Figure 14   Viewers with the Spell Table 

Figure 15   Spell Table, skull tower detail Figure 16  Spell Table, distaff stang detail
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The Three Central Pillars  

 The three central pillars sit across the horizontal axis of the gallery space. The 

Otherworld Pillar stands tallest in the middle, and two similarly-sized nonagon-shaped pillars, 

The Goo Pillar and The Worm Pillar, flank either side of it.  The three pillars are constructed with 

hand-marbled wood and showcase unique sigil spells etched onto all sides of each pillar.  All 

three of these pillars sit on top of circular platforms, elevating each experience one foot off of the 

ground. Four stairs on each base invite viewers to step up on to the pearlescent platforms to look 

more closely at what each structure encapsulates.  The center of the bases surround each pillar 

with a circular bath of water orbs.  The glistening ring of orbs add additional magickal protection 

to each visual spell as well as physical protection to prevent viewers from getting too close to the 

delicate objects within each piece.   

 The three central pillars represent the three main material studies the Goo-Witch has 

explored during the past three years of research. These pillars focus on crystal alchemy,  

meditations in dripping pastel goo, and insect husbandry. 

Figure 17   Central pillars and platforms
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The Otherworld Pillar  

 Moving to the very center of the installation space, the Axis mundi  of the project, reaches 9

towards the celestial heavens and towers over the rest of the objects in the space. The Otherworld 

Pillar consists of a three foot tall base that supports a five foot tall acrylic tube, filled with liquid 

suspending nine crystallized bones.  

 The base consists of one painted cube that supports one marbled wooden cube.  Along the 

four sides of each facet of the marbled cube, laser-etched sigil work defines a spell specific for 

the visual manifestation happening within the tube.  Forty sigils displayed inside small circles 

represent the Otherworld Pillar spell and are repeated on each of the six sides of the cube. 

 The tube is filled with thirty gallons of chemical water.  Within the water, nine 

crystallized mammal skulls and bones (four skulls, two pelvic bones, two vertebrate bones, and 

one leg bone) are suspended in the center of the tube on a vertical wire axis.  The wired bones 

reference a Witch’s Ladder, a folk magick spell that utilizing similar cord magick as seen in the 

distaff stang from the Spell Table.  Unique to the Witch’s Ladder is the addition of charms or 

amulets (crystallized skulls) knotted into the cord (Wingfield).   

 The Otherworld Pillar is the most subtly transforming work in the space.  Over the course 

of five days, the chemical water slowly transformed the previously crystallized bones into 

strange growing and breathing amulets.  After one day of chemical reaction, long tendril-like 

strands began growing off of the bones, hanging like alien tentacles from the ladder.  One of the 

bones, weighed down by many mysterious tendrils, broke off the ladder, sinking to the base of 

the tube where new rod-like crystalline structures extend up from. As the week progressed, the 

 “The Axis mundi, in certain beliefs and philosophies, is the world center, or the connection between Heaven and 9

Earth. As the celestial pole and geographic pole, it expresses a point of connection between sky and earth where the 
four compass directions meet. At this point travel and correspondence is made between higher and lower 
realms.” (Eliade) 
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long tendrils slowly disappeared, dissolving the original crystals as well.  The crystals were 

eventually replaced but thousands of the tiny air bubbles, covering each bone like small, 

glistening, form-fitting jackets.  

  The constant and slow-moving cycle of death and rebirth within the tube lay the 

groundwork for the Goo-Witch’s research regarding the pursuit of the Otherworldly. Sometimes 

energy manifests in subtle ways.  Sometimes actions and reactions that are unexpected manifest 

and cause change regardless of the implied or willed outcome.  The Otherworld is always 

exposing itself, always manifesting in small moments, in the shadows, behind old cobweb-

covered doors.  In the same way, within the Otherworld Pillar, things are alive, moving, 

breathing, changing, growing.  It just might not be apparent in relationship to human perception 

of time or to the restless human eye.  The Otherworld and portals that lead to it are ephemeral 

and quiet. The Otherworld Pillar maintains the transient nature of material magick in Goo-

Witching: Hydromancy.  

Figure 18   Otherworld Pillar
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Figure 19   Otherworld Pillar, detail Figure 20   Otherworld Pillar, crystal tendril growth detail

Figure 21   Otherworld Pillar
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Figure 22   Viewers and the Otherworld Pillar

Figure 23   Otherworld Pillar, bubble detail Figure 24   Otherworld Pillar, sigil engraving detail
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Goo Pillar  

 Furthering the idea of transformation in the installation space, to the left of the 

Otherworld Pillar is the Goo Pillar, a five foot tall nonagon-shaped structure which includes an 

acrylic dome top, nine sliding drawings, and an acrylic window base. The marbled wood 

nonagon is laser-etched with sixty-three unique sigils (seven per side) to promote the 

mesmerizingly entropic nature of the goo. Within the piece, two distinct actions manifest 

simultaneously.   

 The Goo Pillar serves as the ever-humming, entropically dripping, heart of the   

exhibit, pushing vibrations across the space.  Underneath the acrylic dome, at the very top of the 

pillar, water orbs sit in a vibrating basin. The vibrations, made with extremely low sound waves, 

cause the orbs to jump, shake, and palpitate in a gooey excitement. These vibrations fill the 

installation space with a consistently strange ambient hum.  The vibrating orbs also cause the 

area they sit within to perspire, as if living and breathing entities subside within a dome-topped 

microcosmic world.  

 Moving downward to the lower half of the Goo Pillar, a set of nine pie-like drawers sit 

above transparent acrylic walls.  The drawers, which function on a dowel system, are made with 

acrylic bottoms that have been laser-cut with circular cutouts.  The laser-cut drawer bottoms 

function as sieves to facilitate dripping slow-moving tendrils of goo.  The acrylic windowed base 

allows viewers to watch as the goo slowly drips down onto a glowing purple floor.  The 

vibrations produced by the upper level of the pillar create an interesting affect on the lower half.  

As the goo drips in its long strands, it vibrates and shakes, as if dancing as it reaches for the floor 

below.  Every day, the Goo-Witch enters the installation space and replenishes the drawers with 

fresh goo.  
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The dripping goo’s life spans about three hours in total. Viewing the goo in it’s dripping state is a 

transient treat.  

Figure 25   Goo Pillar 
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Figure 26   Viewers observing dripping goo inside the Goo Pillar

Figure 27   Goo Pillar, laser-cut goo drawer detail
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Figure 28   Goo Pillar, vibrating orbs and perspiring dome detail

Figure 29   Goo Pillar, dripping goo detail 35



 The Worm Pillar  

 The Worm Pillar, standing to the right of the Otherworld Pillar, is similar in shape and 

size to the Goo Pillar but contains three levels of transformation rather than two.  The marbled 

wood nonagon is laser-etched with 45 unique sigils (five per side) to promote the symbolic spell-

work developed for the living Bombyx mori adolescents (silkworms).   

 The dome top of the pillar, a platform for growth and life contains eighteen live silk 

worms, a pile of their mulberry chow, and two magnifying tools to view the worms in finer 

detail.  The worms eat, squirm, crawl, and defecate under the dome. The Goo-Witch tends to the 

worms with daily cleaning and feeding.  

 The middle section of the Worm Pillar consists of a purple-lit marbled platform viewed 

through nine laser-cut windows.  The center of the platform is made up of an acrylic circle base, 

and above this base, a three inch tall bell jar hovers and spins in midair.  Inside the bell jar, a 

crystallized silk cocoon extends upwards off of a thin wire and supports a small white preserved 

silk moth. The bell jar slowly spins, levitating in air with the help of powerful magnets.  The 

hovering bell jar serves as a totem of rebirth.  

 The base of the Worm Pillar consists of nine acrylic windows and a purple glowing 

bottom.  Along the perimeter of the base, tiny jars containing preserved silkworms glisten from 

the light beneath.  The perimeter of worms surrounds a large pile of glowing white silkworm 

cocoons.  

 The Worm Pillar is a magnification of the many magickal symbols associated with worms 

and moths.  Bombyx mori are ultimate symbols of the cycle of life, death and rebirth.  The 

entirety of the moth’s life cycle is a true magickal undertaking. From eggs, smaller than the head 

of a pin, to ravenous and fleshy worms that grow as large as human fingers, to little burnt brown 
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husks hidden away in pristine white cocoons, to beautiful white and fluffy winged-creatures, the 

life of a silkworm is a life of glorious mystery and transformation.   

 Besides the prevalent ideas of metamorphosis, magnificent change, and new life, 

Lepidoptera are also important symbols for witches. Moths and butterflies symbolize the soul of 

witches because of their ability to change form (Gagliardi).  Ideas of protection, introversion, 

reincarnation, potential, feminine energy, and dream messengers, are just a few of the many 

historical associations humans have with Lepidopteran creatures. 

 Even without such symbolism, silkworms and moths are creatures that the Goo-Witch 

strongly associates with appealing to the Younger Self.  Exploring, observing, and collecting 

insects are activities that fueled my own childhood.  Raising silkworms reverts my thinking to a 

time when my childhood inquisitiveness connected me to the Earth and to the magick that life 

offers.  Through the Worm Pillar, the Goo-Witch hopes to appeal to the nostalgia of the backyard 

adventurer in those who experience Goo-Witching: Hydromancy.  

Figure 30   Worm Pillar, Bombyx mori dome detail
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Figure 31   Worm Pillar
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Figure 32   Worm Pillar, Bombyx mori detail 

Figure 33   Worm Pillar, hovering moth dome detail
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Figure 34   Worm Pillar, glowing cocoon detail

Figure 35   Worm Pillar, perserved worm perimeter detail
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Three Meditation Mandalas  

 The final three experiences of this project are found on the longest wall of the gallery.  

Three projected videos, two circular and one rectangular complete the space with slow-moving 

meditations aligned with each of the three central pillars.  

Double Drip  

 A ten foot wide rectangular projection that aligns centrally with the Otherworld Pillar, the 

Double Drip projection, encompasses two semitransparent layers of video that show two separate 

manifestations of symmetrically mirrored pastel dripping goo.  The dripping goo extends from 

the top of the projection, slowly extending down to the bottom of the projection.  After seven 

Figure 36   Three Meditation Mandalas
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minutes, the goo reverses and begins ever so slowly climbing back up the wall into the darkness.  

The action of two simultaneously slow-moving goos extending downward and then reeling back 

upward, dripping and pulling in looping succession, is a mesmerizing experience to get lost in 

and is one of the most seductive methods of visually appealing to the Younger Self.  

Goo Drip  

 The Goo Drip aligns to the left of the Double Drip projection and can be found directly 

parallel with the Goo Pillar.  The Goo Drip projection is a large, circular, pink mandala.  The 

mandala, made from manipulating footage of goo dripping, functions as a slow-moving 

kaleidoscope that continuously pulses.  The goo mandala grows larger and larger with glossy goo 

textures layering and radiating out from a central point.  Then ever so slowly, the mandala 

unwraps its layered self and shrinks back towards its minimalist beginning.  This pulsating 

Figure 37   Still from Double Drip 
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forward and backward progression accesses a trance-like meditation if watched long enough. The 

Goo Drip mandala is a visual feast for those seeking a soft and slow anti-stress meditation.  

Worm Hatch  

 The third projection aligns to the right of the Double Drip projection and sits directly 

behind the Worm Pillar.  The four foot wide Worm Hatch projection is the second circular digital 

mandala in the installation.  Worm Hatch was made with magnified footage of the Goo-Witch’s 

first silkworm hatching from its egg under a microscope camera.  The footage was then 

manipulated to create a visual mandala of many worms exiting their eggs and entering the world.  

The Worm Hatch mandala does not flow as rhythmically as the Goo Drip mandala and thus 

presents a meditation that relies more on curiosity and visual problem-solving rather than  

Figure 38   Still from Goo Drip
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sensuous trance-inducing movements.  The Worm Hatch further exposes the idea of the Cycle 

seen within the Worm Pillar.  

  

 The Nine Physical Manifestations found throughout Goo-Witching: Hydromancy are 

emblems of a symbolic, ritual and magickal way of rediscovering the world.  Each work is a 

completely unique experience and yet inexplicably linked to the other eight experiences that 

create the totality of the Hydromancy scape.  The Goo-Witch employs each of the Nine Physical 

Manifestations to expose specific, though not always controlled, instances of magick that she has 

discovered.  

Figure 39   Still from Worm Hatch
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Conclusion  

 “And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you because the  
 greatest secrets are always hidden in the most unlikely places. Those who don't believe in  
 magic will never find it.”       -Roald Dahl 

 While Goo-Witching: Hydromancy is a culmination of three years of research and 

material exploration, it is just the beginning of the Goo-Witch’s quest to discover magick.  This 

project is a primer for transforming the mundane into the otherworldly, exposing the curious 

child-like soul that remains hidden in all who claim adulthood, and for developing and fine-

tuning environments and objects that encourage meditation and the art of getting lost. 

 This project radiates a specific energy and signature style that is completely unique to the 

Goo-Witch. With all explorations the Goo-Witch delves into the the unknown, and melds her 

research with imagination and intuition in hopes of discovering something worth sharing. This 

expression of discovering the unknown through a magickal lens is a celebration of what it means 

to be a maker, an artist, a witch:  

    
 Certainly for artists of all stripes, the unknown, the idea or the form or the tale that has  
 not yet arrived, is what must be found. It is the job of artists to open doors and invite in  
 prophesies, the unknown, the unfamiliar; it’s where their work comes from, although its  
 arrival signals the beginning of the long disciplined process of making it their own.  
 Scientists too, as J. Robert Oppenheimer once remarked, “live always at the ‘edge of  
 mystery’ — the boundary of the unknown.” But they transform the unknown into the  
 known, haul it in like fishermen; artists get you out into that dark sea. (Solnit) 

The Goo-Witch has a lifetime of curious inquiry and magick-making ahead of her.  Exposing the 

magick is a never-ending quest.  It is also a worthwhile pursuit. Feeding the soul, fueling the 

imagination, and exposing wonder are paramount experiences in making life more bearable.  The 
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Goo-Witch refuses to settle into the insidiously mundane, and Goo-Witching: Hydromancy is the 

first manifestation of physically working towards this ideal.  

Fill thine heart with childlike curiosity. 

    -Goo-Witch  

Figure 40   Exploring the Meditation Pool

Figure 41   Exploring the Worm Pillar
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Figure 42   Six of the nine Visual Manifestations

Figure 43   A single water orb from the Meditation Pool
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Figure 44   Forty sigils from the Otherworld Pillar

Figure 45   Forty-five sigils from the Worm Pillar
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Figure 46   Sixty-three sigils from the Goo Pillar

Figure 47   Fiver sigils from the Goo-Witching: Hydromancy Statement Plaque 
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